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Harvesting mechanical energy and eﬀectively converting it into electrical power by triboelectric nanogenerators
(TENGs) have been demonstrated as a burgeoning ﬁeld of research, that can be essential for the energy of the
new era, which is the era of internet of things, big data, and artiﬁcial intelligence. Here the structural ﬁgure-ofmerits (FOMS) for quantitatively evaluating and comparing the output performance of TENGs under diﬀerent
load resistances are studied. Firstly, we introduce the triboelectric process and transient process to analyze the
charges transfer in each half cycle. Because each process corresponds to a ﬁrst-order diﬀerential equation, four
basic governing equations in a whole cycle are built up. After solving these equations, the real-time output
characteristics of TENG are demonstrated, which comprehensively reveal the output behavior of TENG devices.
Then, same method is utilized to investigate the maximum harvested energy and structural FOMRS with diﬀerent
load resistances at various maximum displacements. These theoretical results especially about the derived
FOMRS provide an improved capability of comparing diﬀerent conﬁgurations of TENGs. This work can not only
completely explain the working principles of TENGs, but also enhance the applicability of structural FOMRS,
enabling more eﬃcient design and optimization of various TENG structures in practical applications.

1. Introduction
The phenomenon of triboelectriﬁcation caused by contacting/rubbing between two diﬀerent materials is universal in people's daily life,
which is generally considered to be valueless and avoided as much as
possible [1–3]. Recently, using this triboelectric eﬀect, triboelectric
nanogenarator (TENG) has been invented by Wang's group, which has
quickly expands into a fast growing ﬁeld of research and applications
[4,5]. As a sustainable power source, TENG has shown outstanding
potential in environmental monitoring, biomedical science, internet of
things as self-powered sensors, and it can also be integrated with other
types of devices such as mass spectrometer and solar cells [6–12]. The
theoretical origin of TENG is Maxwell's displacement current, which is
generated by horizontal/vertical movement of the triboelectric layers
with opposite charges on contact surfaces [13,14]. When the triboelectric layers are driven by a periodic time-varying mechanical force,
the electric ﬁeld caused by those charges is also changing with time.
Subsequently the time-varying electric ﬁeld produces displacement
current inside the materials. In other words, TENGs represent the

application of Maxwell's displacement current in energy and sensors
[13]. In fact, ever since the ﬁrst report of the TENG in 2012 by Wang
et al., a few theoretical works have been done on the working mechanism of TENGs [15–21]. In these studies, the TENG can be represented by an ideal voltage source in series with a capacitor, which is
modeled through a ﬁrst-order lumped-parameter equivalent-circuit
model [22,23]. However, the real-time output characteristics of the
TENG in an entire cycle, such as the transferred charges, current, and
voltage, have not been systematically studied.
Moreover, many types of TENGs with diﬀerent conﬁgurations have
been developed to accommodate practical applications [24–30]. There
are four basic working modes, i.e., lateral sliding (LS) mode, singleelectrode (SE) mode, vertical contact-separation (CS) mode, and freestanding triboelectric-layer (CFT) mode [31–34]. Each mode deﬁnes its
own structure and can choose various triboelectric materials, leading to
a diﬃculty to characterize and compare the output performance. Zi
et al. have proposed a structural ﬁgure-of-merit to solve mentioned
problems, but it is still limited in some way [35]. The upper bound for
power output was calculated by the product of open-circuit voltage
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the step II and IV belong to the transient process, enabling a better
understanding of the working mechanism of the device.
To investigate the circuit variables in an operation cycle, the
transferred charges as a function of time Q(t) were applied to derive the
governing equation. Since the diﬀerential equations are all the ﬁrstorder, the circuit here is called as ﬁrst-order circuit. According to Gauss'
law and Kirchhoﬀ's law, four diﬀerent governing equations were provided to describe the circuit variables of the LS mode TENG
(Supplementary session 1), which can be given by

(VOC) and short-circuit charges (QSC) in an operation cycle, which is not
realistic in practice if TENG is connected to an external load. Because
the practical output under a load resistance is signiﬁcantly lower than
that of the calculation from the short-circuit process. It is inaccurate to
evaluate the output performance of TENGs with diﬀerent load resistances. Besides, the device ﬁgure of merit (FOMdevice) has been derived by Peng et al. recently [36]. However, the edge eﬀect as a vital
factor has not been taken into account, resulting in a relatively low
accuracy in practical applications. Therefore, deriving more practical
and operational ﬁgure-of-merit is highly desired for TENGs.
In this manuscript, the structural ﬁgure-of-merits (FOMS) under
various load resistances are proposed to compare and evaluate the
diﬀerent TENG architectures. Firstly, based on the working principle of
TENGs, the triboelectric process and transient process are introduced to
describe the charges transfer in every half cycle of TENGs. Owing to
each process corresponds to a ﬁrst-order diﬀerential equation, four
diﬀerent governing equations are derived in one cycle. After solving
these equations, circuit variables such as charge Q(t), current I(t),
voltage V(t), and power P(t) as functions of time are obtained, and then
we systematically discuss the maximum possible output energy (Em)
and related FOMS at various load resistances. Most importantly,
through the calculated FOMRS under optimum resistance (Ropt) at different maximum displacement xmax, we can compare and evaluate the
TENGs with diﬀerent structures accurately and comprehensively. In
short, the structural FOMRS calculated with diﬀerent load resistances,
allows precise determining of the maximum energy output for all TENG
structures, therefore, it has signiﬁcant potential to be an essential tool
in optimizing TENG designs for energy harvesting and mobile electronics applications.
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Here, σ is the surface charge density, v is the sliding speed, x and
xmax represent the relative displacement and maximum separation
distance, respectively. d0 is a thickness constant deﬁned as d1/ε1, and
d1, ε1, l, w are the thickness, relative dielectric constant, length and
width of the dielectric layer, respectively, which determine the inherent
capacitances of TENGs. Especially, τ1 and τ2 (for the steps II and IV) are
the time constant, denoted by

2. Results and discussion
2.1. Deriving the governing equations for TENGs
A typical structure of TENG is composed of two electrodes and at
least one dielectric material layer, which can be regarded as a parallel
plate capacitor. When there is a periodic driven force that separates the
triboelectric pairs with opposite charges, the original electrostatic
equilibrium is broken, leading to a time-varying voltage across the
TENGs. The potential diﬀerence drives the charges to ﬂow through an
external load, resulting in an AC signal, thus generating the harvested
energy. Fig. 1 illustrates a LS mode TENG used in this work, and a
complete response of the circuit variables in an entire cycle. Like a
sequential switching in a conventional RC circuit, four steps can be
divided in one cycle (Fig. 1a). For the step I, the sliding part moves from
x = 0 to x = xmax, and the potential diﬀerence drives some charges to
the stationary electrode (Metal 2). The time needed is longer than that
in short circuit state, so that just part of the energy can be harvested
during the relative motion between the triboelectric layers. For the step
II, the sliding part stops at x = xmax, and the TENG can be considered as
a parallel plate capacitor, because of its built voltage across the capacitor (TENG). The voltage cannot drop to 0 V instantaneously, so that
the charges can ﬂow to the stationary electrode continuously until the
electric ﬁled is balanced. In other words, all of the triboelectric charges
can be transferred from the top electrode (Metal 1) to the stationary
electrode. Based on electrical circuit theory, the trends of charges and
other variables at step II are similar to those of zero input response in a
conventional RC circuit, thus these responses are referred to as the
transient process [36,37]. In general, TENGs have to experience such
process under a periodic mechanical motion. The time needed in this
transient period mainly depends on the product of the external load and
capacitance of the TENG, which will be discussed latter. As a result,
each half cycle of TNEGs can be divided into two processes: triboelectric process and transient process, which can be used to analyze the
variables during the remaining half cycle as well. Therefore, in one
whole cycle the triboelectric process contains the step I and III, while

τ1 =

Rwε0 (l − x max )
d0

(5)

τ2 =

Rwlε0
d0

(6)

The time constant is an important parameter for the ﬁrst-order
circuits, which is equivalent to the product of the resistance and capacitance of TENGs. Here it is used to describe the changes of the circuit
variables and simplify the governing equations during the transient
process.
With the initial boundary condition of Q (t = 0) = 0, the transferred
charges in one cycle can be calculated by solving Eqs. (1)–(4)
(Supplementary session 1). We note that the solutions for governing Eq.
(1) have been discussed in detail by previous researches, but the rest
parts (Eqs. (2)–(4)) have never been clearly analyzed [15–18]. Taking
Eq. (2) as an example, the analytic expressions of Q(t), I(t), V(t), and P
(t) were derived and simpliﬁed as shown in Supplementary session 2. It
is obvious that these circuit variables decay exponentially with the
increase of time. The time constant τ or the RCxmax (Cxmax represents the
total capacitance at x = xmax) determines the rate at which those circuit
variables approach to zero. Using the concept of time-constant, we
simplify these expressions for current, voltage, and power during the
transient process (at step II) as

I2 (t ) = I1 exp(−t / τ1)

(7)

V2 (t ) = V1 exp(−t / τ1)

(8)

P2 (t ) = I12R exp(−2t / τ1)

(9)

where I1 = I (t = xmax/v), and V1 = V (t = xmax/v). Generally the time
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of a lateral sliding (LS) triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) with four steps. Step I, the sliding part moves from x = 0 to x = xmax; step
II, the sliding part stops at x = xmax, and residue charges continuously ﬂow from top electrode (Metal 1) to bottom electrode (Metal 2) to maintain electrostatic
equilibrium; step III, the sliding part moves reversely from x = xmax to x = 0; step IV, the sliding part stops at x = 0, and the residue charges continuously ﬂow from
the bottom electrode to top electrode until the electrostatic equilibrium state, completing an entire cycle. The corresponding times needed during the operational
process are T1, T2, T3 and T4, respectively. (b) Charge-time, (c) current-time, (d) voltage-time and (e) power-time relationships with external load resistance of 150 M
Ω in one cycle. (f) The voltage-charge (V-Q) plot of the CMEO with external load resistance of 150 MΩ, where the CMEO represents the maximum energy output in
one cycle.

constant t ranges from 0 to 5τ, because after ﬁve time constants, those
circuit variables will approach to 0 (e-t/τ = e−5τ/τ = e−5 ≈ 0.007).
Taking the changes of voltage across the TENG as an instance, in Eq.
(8), the time constant τ will always have some value due to resistance
present in a capacitive network [38]. In some situations, the value of τ
may be very small. Therefore, it can be generally concluded that the
voltage across a TENG cannot change instantaneously even the triboelectric layer stops moving suddenly.
The time constant is presented for the ﬁrst time, so mentioning
several of its characteristics is worthwhile. Firstly, one might assume
that this constant is very similar to that in a conventional RC circuit.
That's because when the sliding part stops, the LS mode TENG can be
regarded as a parallel-plate capacitor with the capacitance of Cxmax
[37]. Connecting with a load resistance, the circuit at the transient
process is equivalent to a RC circuit, so that those circuit variables could
be all expressed in exponential forms. Moreover, as stated above, it
needs ﬁve time constants for the circuit variables including current,
voltage and power to drop to zero. Speciﬁcally, at step II, the initial
boundary conditions for the LS mode TENG are I1 = I (t = xmax/v) and
V1 = V (t = xmax/v). On the other hand, the time constant at step IV is
τ2, equivalent to the product of RC0, where the C0 represents the capacitance of TENG at x = 0. For the same reason, the mentioned

strategies could be applied to analyze the circuit variables of TENGs
with diﬀerent conﬁgurations.
Based on the derived equations, the corresponding Q(t), I(t), V(t),
and P(t) were numerically calculated under the external load resistance
of 150 MΩ in an operation cycle (detailed parameters are shown in
Table 1), as shown in Fig. 1b-e. Then, the plots of voltage (V) against
the transferred charge (Q) are built up to show the electrostatic state
and energy output of TENGs. It should be noticed that in this ideal
system, the total triboelectric charges are not decreased or increased
and steady state surface charges σS are established, all of which could
pass through the load resistor in each half cycle. The encircled areas of

Table 1
Parameters utilized in the theoretical calculation for the LS mode TENG.
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Structure component

Parameter utilized

Dielectric eﬀective thickness, d0 = ∑di/εi
Width of Dielectrics, w
Length of Dielectrics, l
Surface charge density, σ
Maximum distance, xmax
Velocity, v

165 µm
0.05 m
0.1 m
7 μC m−2
0.01–0.09 m
1 m/s
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Fig. 2. The CMEO with various external load resistances of (a) LS mode, (b) contact freestanding triboelectric-layer (CFT) mode, (c) single-electrode contact (SEC)
mode, and (d) vertical contact-separation (CS) mode TENG. Comparisons of the capacitance Cxmax at x = xmax and C0 at x = 0 of (e) LS mode, (f) CFT mode, (g) SEC
mode and (h) CS mode TENG. The insets are the proﬁle of the ratio Cxmax/C0.
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conﬁrming that the introduced four steps in an operation cycle are
highly applicable as compared with previous methods.
Zi et al. presented one special method to describe the maximum
possible output energy (Em) though considering an upper bound of
power output, which is constructed with the open-circuit and shortcircuit processes. VOC and QSC are used to deﬁne the Em in a single cycle
[35]. However, in general there is no energy output under the SC
conditions. More importantly, the practical output limit under a load
resistor is usually much lower than that calculated from the product of
maximum VOC and QSC. Based on that, we propose a more practical and
operable approach to calculate the Em by considering the real-time
power output with diﬀerent load resistances. As described above, the
encircled area by the V-Q plot has been divided into four parts, and
each part represents the magnitude of output energy in a corresponding
step. Therefore, the Em can be precisely calculated by summing the
integral of instantaneous power in every step, which is deﬁned as:

the V-Q plots are equivalent to the maximum output energy per cycle,
named as “cycles for maximum energy output” (CMEO). Fig. 1f shows a
typical curve of CMEO with a load resistance of 150 MΩ, where AI, AII,
AIII, and AIV represent the energy output during the corresponding
step, respectively.
2.2. Theoretical maximum energy output of TENG
The calculation results under diﬀerent load resistances of the LS
mode TENG were plotted in Fig. 2a. We can observe that the higher the
resistance, the higher the output energy per cycle. Therefore, the
maximized output energy could be obtained under an inﬁnitely large
resistor (R = + ∞), which is equivalent to the product of the maximum
open circuit voltage (VOC) and short circuit transferred charges (QSC)
[35]. In such case the plot of CMEO changes from an oval shape to a
trapezoid shape, the vertices of which mainly depends on the maximum
positive open-circuit voltage (VOC,max, calculated for the ﬁrst half
cycle), the maximum short circuit transferred charges (QSC,max) and
negative VOC,max (calculated for the second half cycle). The huge difference between the positive and negative VOC,max is because of the
diﬀerent capacitances. In both cases the total transferred charges are
considered equivalent, nevertheless, the former (when x = xmax) has a
smaller capacitance (Cxmax) while the latter (when x = 0, corresponding to the capacitance of C0) is usually larger, resulting in the
mentioned phenomena. In general, when xmax changes, the Cxmax will
change correspondingly, but the C0 substantially stays the same
(Fig. 2e, the inset is the ratio of Cxmax/C0). In addition, to be closer to
real conditions, the numerical calculations above are adopted a sinusoidal motion (Supplementary session 3). To compare with the sinusoidal motion, the CMEO for LS mode TENG under a constant velocity
was also calculated and shown in Fig. S1 (Supplementary session 4). We
found that both cases show almost the similar results under various load
resistances. The diﬀerence between the positive and negative VOC,max is
inversely proportional to the ratio of Cxmax/C0, which is consistent with
that in the sinusoidal motion.
The strategy of using CMEO to show the output characteristics of LS
mode TENG is also suitable for other types of TENG (Fig. 2b–d). The
schematic diagrams of other three basic working modes of TENG are
depicted in Fig. S2, which are oﬀered to understand the core physics of
TENGs. The derived formulae and detailed parameters are shown in
Supplementary session 5–7 and Table S1–3. Fig. 2b is a typical symmetry ﬁgure of a CFT mode TENG. The exactly same vertices of maximum positive and negative voltages are attributed to the constant capacitance, even the xmax changes with the driven force (Fig. 2f). The
constant inherent capacitance makes the CFT mode TENG a linear and
time-invariant device, which can act as an ideal medium to transform
mechanical vibrations to electrical signals, and ﬁnd wide applications
in self-powered systems [18]. Diﬀerent from the CFT mode, the maximum negative voltage is nearly equal to the half of the maximum
positive voltage at a large resistance (1 TΩ) for the SEC mode TENG
(Fig. 2c). That's because when x arrives at a high enough value (0.4 m),
the Cxmax and C0 become much close to each other (Fig. 2g), and only
half of the triboelectric charges transfer from one electrode to the other
one [32]. However, for the CS mode TENG (Fig. 2d, h), we can clearly
observe that there is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the maximum
negative voltage and positive voltage, which is mainly due to the small
ratio of Cxmax/C0. Because a relatively bigger C0 (compared with Cxmax)
can lead to a lower maximum negative voltage, under the same transfer
charges. In particular, when xmax reaches 0.1 m, the ratio of Cxmax/C0
nearly drops to zero, resulting in the huge diﬀerence between the two
voltage peaks. These ratios used in Fig. 2a-d are extracted and shown in
Fig. S3. The real-time power-time relationships under various resistances for other three basic modes of TENGs are plotted in Fig. S4. It
is apparent that there exists an optimum resistance for reaching the
maximum power in each model. Therefore, the CMEO plays a key role
to describe the output trends of TENGs under diﬀerent resistances,

Em =

∫0

t1

P1 (t ) dt +

∫t

t2

1

P2 (t ) dt +

∫t

t3

2

P3 (t ) dt +

∫t

t4

3

P4 (t ) dt

(10)

where P1, P2, P3 and P4 represent the instantaneous power at step I, II,
III, and IV respectively. In other words, the practical and real-time
energy output is equal to the integral of power to the time.
As shown in Fig. 3a-b, the WR1, AI, WR2, AII, WR3, AIII, and WR4, AIV
represent the Em at step I, II, III, and IV, respectively. We noticed that as
the load resistance increases, the harvested energy at step I ﬁrst increases and then decreases, thus generating a energy peak. However, at
step II, the output energy has a sudden increase until it reaches a saturation value. Similar phenomenon can also be found at steps III and
IV. As a result, during the triboelectric process (including the steps I and
III), a harvested energy peak will be presented, while at the transient
process (during the steps II and IV), the harvested energy ﬁrst slightly
increases and then increases rapidly until the maximum value (Fig. 3c).
As a result, the Em has a increasing trend with the increase of the load
resistance, and then reaches its saturation value at the inﬁnite load
resistance, which is very consistent with the enclosed areas of the
CMEO demonstrated in Fig. 2. In addition, three other basic working
modes of TENGs are employed to calculate the Em, as depicted in Fig.
S5–7 (detailed parameters are listed in Table S1–3). It is obvious that
those trends under various load resistances are very similar to those of
the LS mode TENG. Especially each mode has its own distinctive feature, suggesting a new approach to compare the diﬀerences of TENGs.
For instance, either at the separation process (at step I and II) or the
contact process (at steps III and IV), the Em of the CFT mode TENG (Fig.
S6) is completely equal. Therefore, these results demonstrate that the
strategy of calculating Em through the Eq. (11) is eﬀective and operable.
The unique performance of Em under diﬀerent load resistances of
TENGs can be interpreted physically. Firstly, during the triboelectric
process, when there is a load resistance, the charge transfer rate between the two electrodes will be lower than that at SC condition. If the
load resistance is small, the limitation is less so that the charge transfer
can catch up with the maximum rate, which is determined by the
driving motion. If the load resistance continues to increase, the limitation will be obvious. When there is a large enough resistance, the
charge motion would be strongly limited (very small transfer rate),
producing a lower energy output. However, when the optimum resistance is loaded or certain resistance is matched with the impedance
of the TENG, the mechanical energy could be converted into electric
power more eﬀectively, thus generating the harvested energy peak
during the triboelectric process [22,36]. Secondly, after the sliding part
stops, the TENG can be regarded as a capacitor, and the circuit becomes
a RC circuit as stated above. It has already been proven that the voltage
across the TENG at the transient process cannot be changed immediately. When the load resistance is small, there will be a low voltage
and the residue charges in TENG are also few, leading to a lower energy
output. Instead, if the load resistance is large, residue charges will be
more and the voltage across the TENG would increase, with the
692
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Fig. 3. The inﬂuences of various external load resistances on the maximum harvested energy (Em) of LS mode TENG. WR1, AI, WR2, AII, WR3, AIII and WR4, AIV represent
the corresponding Em at the steps I, II, III, and IV, respectively. (a) The Em at the step I and step II (WR, AI + AII), (b) the Em at the step III and IV (WR, AIII + AIV), (c) the
Em from one operational cycle (WR, AI + AII + AIII + AIV). (d) The structural ﬁgure-of-merit (FOM) of the LS mode TENG, where the FOMS,R represents the trend of
ﬁgure-of-merit with diﬀerent load resistances, FOMS, RI III and FOMS, RII IV represent the trends of FOMs at the triboelectric process and transient process, respectively.
Green arrow represents the maximum FOMS,R under an inﬁnitely large load resistance.

2.3. Structural FOMS under diﬀerent load resistances

magnitude of approaching VOC. As a result, the harvested energy will be
many times higher than that for a small resistor. However, much more
time is needed for these residue charges to discharge gradually through
the external circuit to reach electrostatic equilibrium, where the discharging time is predicted by the time constant. Therefore, the total Em
by summing each part from the triboelectric process and transient
process, has an increasing trend with the increase of load resistance.
On the other hand, we compare the relation and diﬀerence between
the triboelectric process and transient process. Firstly, there is a timevarying capacitance for the TENGs at the triboelectric process (except
for the freestanding mode TENG, whose capacitance is almost constant
and independent of x) [22,36]. This is because once a relative motion of
the triboelectric pairs is introduced by an external driving force,
changes of contact area and transferred charges lead to changes of capacitance accordingly. During the transient process, the residue charges
in TENGs (could be considered as a capacitor) discharges gradually
through the external load, resulting in the decrease of the total capacitance. In addition, the TENG can convert mechanical energy into
electrical power immediately and simultaneously. A part of the converted energy is delivered to the loaded resistance during the triboelectric process, and the other part is stored in the TENG as the form of
voltage, which can decrease exponentially as the time elapses and ﬁnally approach 0 at the transient process. The time needed mainly depends on the time constant denoted by Eqs. (5) and (6). Therefore, ideal
TENGs can neither dissipate nor decrease/increase any of the energy,
which just converts the mechanical energy into electrical potential
energy for distributed power sources.

Figure of merit is a crucial quantitative parameter to evaluate and
compare the output characteristics of TENGs with various structures.
The FOM is a non-dimensional number which is mainly dependent on
the Em and xmax, normalized by the charge density σ, real contact area
A, and maximum displacement xmax, which is deﬁned as [35]

FOMS =

2ε0 Em
σ 2 Ax max

(11)

Unlike the previous report in which the Em and structural FOMS
were just derived by calculating the product of maximum VOC and QSC
[35]. Here, the Em and relevant FOMS were systematically calculated in
an operation cycle with various load resistances ranging from zero to
inﬁnity (detailed parameters are listed in Table 1), taking the LS mode
TENG as an example. In Fig. 3d, the FOMS,R, which are composed by the
FOMS, RI III and FOMS, RII IV, represent the change of ﬁgure-of-merits at
diﬀerent load resistances; FOMS, RI III and FOMS, RII IV stand for the
change tendency of FOMs at the triboelectric process and transient
process, respectively. We found that the variation tendency of these
structural FOMS,R is similar to that of Em shown in Fig. 3c, just with
diﬀerent scales. For example, the higher the harvested energy outputs,
the larger the relevant structural FOMS,R becomes, and there is a peak
FOMS,R presented during the triboelectric process either. Note that the
green arrow represents the obtained maximum FOMS,R under the load
resistance approaching inﬁnity. The FOMS,R for other three basic modes
of TNEGs are very similar to that of the LS mode TENG, as demonstrated in Fig. S5–S7. Consequently, we can make a general conclusion
that the structural FOMS calculated under diﬀerent load resistances can
reﬂect and compare the output characteristics of TENGs with diﬀerent
693
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Fig. 4. The structural ﬁgure-of-merits under optimum resistance (FOMRS) for (a) LS mode, (b) CFT mode, (c) SEC mode and (d) CS mode TENG. The black lines
represent the FOMS for the corresponding modes of TENG, which are calculated under inﬁnitely large resistances. The green arrow represents the ﬁgure-of-merits
calculated at xmax = 0.45 m. (e-h) The ratios of FOMRS/FOMS for those basic modes of TENGs.

mode and CFT mode TENGs are almost constant (both of them are
stated at 0.63). Conversely, continuous decline is observed for the other
two modes, as depicted in Fig. 4g, and h. Therefore, we can conﬁrm that
the structural FOMRS calculated under varied optimum resistances can
be used to evaluate the output performance of a certain mode TENG or
TENGs with diﬀerent structures, which are more practical than the
FOMS constructed with the open-circuit and short-circuit processes
[35].
Some nonideal eﬀects giving rise to a deviation from the ideal case
cannot be neglected [15,23,39]. Studies on these eﬀects are important
to investigate the existing model. The ﬁrst one is the edge eﬀect. Previous work showed the nonideal parallel plate capacitances calculated
by considering one side eﬀect is highly consistent with ﬁnite element
simulation results [35]. Therefore, here the Em and related FOMRS are
all calculated by taking one side eﬀect into account (Supplementary
session 5). For instance, the nonideal FOMRS and FOMS of CS mode
TENG are distinctly diﬀerent with those in the ideal plots shown in Fig.
S9. In addition, other design parameters such as the d0 and area size
aﬀect the output performance of TENGs, either. The inﬂuences of d0 on
the FOMS for CS mode and LS mode TENG, and the gap distance (g) and
area size (represented by the length l) on the SEC mode TENG are
systematically studied, as shown in Fig. S10a-d (detailed parameters are
listed in Table S3). Besides, the needed time during the four steps, representing by T1, T2, T3 and T4, respectively, are demonstrated in Fig.
S11. A rising trend of time at the steps I and III is observed, which is
mainly due to the increase of xmax. At the transient process, ﬁve time
constants are needed, which can be calculated by the Eqs. (5) and (6).
Either the R or xmax increases, more time is needed for charges to
transfer.
The output characteristics of the four basic modes of TENG under
inﬁnitely large and optimum resistances at various xmax are shown in
Fig. 5. From the basic electrodynamics theory, the open circuit voltage
(Vxmax, when x = xmax) and the optimum resistance (Ropt) are strongly
inﬂuenced by the xmax. For example, if the xmax increases, both the

structures.
The advantage of dividing one operation cycle into four parts to
discuss the output performance of TENGs is that this problem can be
split into four simpler problems. Combining the four derived governing
equations and Eq. (10), we can calculate the Em and relevant FOMS
when the xmax is ﬁxed. Usually the Em and FOMS obtained with large
resistance are very diﬃcult to verify, because it needs a fairly long time
for charges to completely transfer. However, from the point of view of
TENG applications, it is more convenient to have the FOMS that can be
used as guidance through the design parameters and optimum resistance. Speciﬁcally, we can obtain the matched resistance at a given
mechanical motion, and under this matched resistance the mechanical
energy can be more eﬀectively converted into electric power. In other
words, the Em and related structural ﬁgure-of-merits (FOMRS) calculated under optimum resistance are more practical and easily achievable, in comparison with those under other resistances that are larger
than the matched resistance. The FOMRS for the four basic modes of
TENG with respect to xmax were demonstrated and calculated, as depicted in Fig. 4. The detailed parameters and derived formulae are
shown in Table S1–3, and Supplementary Session 5 and 8.
From Fig. 4b, we notice that the structural FOMRS of CFT mode
TENG is the highest, which is due to its large transferred charge amount
caused by the two triboelectric pairs (Fig. S1e). So that this mode is
very beneﬁcial to output the largest energy compared to other modes
TENGs with the same size and materials, but it is more prone to be
inﬂuenced by air breakdown eﬀect, leading to suppressed output energy [39]. The minimum FOMRS occurring in the SEC mode (Fig. 4c) is
due to its single electrode, which limit the total charge transfer and
result in lower voltage. For the LS mode and CS mode TENGs (Fig. 4a
and d), the FOMRS for the former is smaller than that of the latter. That's
because LS mode has larger capacitance than CS mode TENG under the
same conditions. The FOMRS calculated for triboelectric process and
transient process has been demonstrated in Fig. S8. In addition, from
Fig. 4e-f, it can be clearly seen that the ratios of FOMRS/FOMS for LS
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Fig. 5. Inﬂuence of the maximum displacement xmax on the open circuit voltage (Vxmax), optimum resistance (Ropt) and corresponding voltage (Vopt) for (a) LS mode
TENG, (c) CFT mode TENG and (e) CS mode TENG. Inﬂuence of the maximum displacement xmax on the maximum harvested energy under inﬁnitely large load
resistance (Wxmax), the peak power (Popt) and corresponding maximum harvested energy (Wopt) under optimum resistance for (b) LS mode TENG, (d) CFT mode
TENG and (f) CS mode TENG.

process and transient process in each half cycle. Then one operation
cycle of TENGs can be devided into four steps, which corresponds to
four ﬁrst-order ordinary diﬀerential equations. After solving these
equations, the real-time output characteristics of TENGs in a whole
cycle are systematically demonstrated, enabling an in-depth understanding of their working principles. In addition, through the integral of
instantaneous power in each step, we numerically calculate the largest
possible ourput energy Em, and then the related structural FOMS with
diﬀerent load resistances are derived to evaluate each TENG structure.
More importantly, the inﬂuences of various xmax on the Ropt, Popt, Wopt
as well as corresponding FOMRS are also investigated in detail, which
provides a theoretical predicting of the key parameters aﬀecting the
energy ourput of TENGs. With the viable strategy for in-depth understanding the working principle and calculating the more practical
FOMRS of TENGs, we anticipate that the TENGs could be designed more
reasonably and utilized more eﬀectively towards a competitive energy
scavenging source in the future.

Vxmax and Ropt increase. In particular, any parameters that will decrease
the inherent capacitance of TENGs will heighten the impedance and
thus heighten the Ropt. Then the alternating current component of Vxmax
applied to Ropt also increases, leading to a large voltage (Vopt) (Fig. 5a,
c, e and Fig. S12a) [22]. On the other hand, when xmax becomes larger,
the total transferred charges will increase. As a result, both the Wxmax
and Wopt (represent the maximum harvested energy at the inﬁnitely
large and optimum resistance, respectively) become larger (Fig. 5b, d, f,
and Fig. S12b). Moreover, it is seen that the trends of the Popt are very
consistent with those of the Ropt for the LS mode and CFT mode TENG.
However, for the other two modes, the optimum xmax of 0.001 m (for
the CS mode) and 0.03 m (for the SEC mode) are observed to generate
the maximum Popt. Finally, we ﬁnd that the FOMRS of the LS mode
TENG keep the same value when the frequency changes from 1E4–100 Hz, which further conﬁrms that the FOMRS and the FOMS are
independent of the operation frequency, as depicted in Fig. S13.
Comparisons are carried out between our numerical calculations
and the previous published experimental data by Silva et al. [14] and
Niu et al. [17], as shown in Fig. S14 (device parameters are presented in
Table S4). Fig. S14a shows the proﬁle of peak power with load resistances at diﬀerent ﬁlm thicknesses and gap distances for a CS mode
TENG. It can be seen in Fig. S14b that the calculated Ropt,cal and Popt,cal
are slightly higher than the Ropt,exp and Popt,exp extracted from experimental results. The similar change tendency can be also found in Fig.
S14c, in which the FOMRS are calculated by Eq. (7). The slight mismatch in the predictions and expremental results may be due to the
edge eﬀects and parasitic capacitance, which was not possible to be
accounted for with the given information. Although these theoretical
models have been developed, each of them has its own advantages and
disadvantages.

4. Methods
The ﬁrst-order ordinary diﬀerential equation was built up through
constructing circuit model for the basic mode of TENG, which is given
as:

R

dQ
Q
=−
+ VOC ⎜⎛x (t ) ⎞⎟
dt
C (x (t ))
⎠
⎝

(12)

As triggered by a periodic mechanical force, the triboelectric layer
moves back and forth, producing an alternating current. One operational cycle can be divided into four parts, and the circuit variables
from each part can be described by a ﬁrst-order diﬀerential equation,
thus four diﬀerent governing equations were built up. To solve these
equations, speciﬁc boundary conditions should be applied for them. In
general, we derive the expression for the ﬁrst step and then use its
solutions as the initial conditions for the next step. Taking the LS mode
TENG as an example, at the ﬁrst step, the boundary condition is Q
(t = 0) = 0, and that for the step II is Q (t = xmax/v) = Q0, where the
Q0 can be calculated by assigning t equals to xmax/v into Eq. (1). The

3. Conclusion
In summary, the structural ﬁgure of merits (FOMs) for TENGs are
studied with considering the presence of load resistances, for the four
basic modes of TENG. Firstly, to clarify how the charges transfer and
the working mechanism of TENGs, we introduce the triboelectric
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same approaches could be used to solve those equations at the second
half cycle (Supplementary information 1).
To be closer to the real conditions, we utilize a sinusoidal motion
with the following x-t relation, (Supplementary information 2)

x (t ) =

x max ⎡
π vt ⎞ ⎤
1 − cos ⎛
⎥
2 ⎢
⎝ x max ⎠ ⎦
⎣
⎜
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